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Abstract—This article introduces ecology of the 
smallest creatures of Allah among 8.7 million 
creatures. Vast majority of creatures large 
(Dinosaurs) and smallest (Panda) are vanished or 
at the merge of vanishing. Animal suffering 
through medicine testing research or animal 
sextual abuse is increasing tremendously. 
Humans’ behaviors are becoming aggressive 
towards smallest creatures of Allah Almighty 
which is not ethical or example of good conduct. 
Immediate measures and rules and regulations 
need urgent development to reduce animals 
suffering and pain and avoid vanishing smallest 
creatures from earth and safe ecosystem. This 
article highlights beauty of the presence of all 
creatures and their dependence on each other. 
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Introduction 

Allah created this earth to introduce Himself. 
Beauty of earth especially through Allah’s creatures 
reminds us of Allah Almighty. It may be water lakes, 
fishes, microalgae, coral reefs and seals etc. Colonies 
of Merri, Kerri and Ants looks beautiful as they move 
on earth and manage their food. How awesome their 
movement is and how attractive they appeal while 
moving even the Kerri and Merri and Kerra they carry 
the dead bodies of their relatives or other fellows. How 
much love they posses to their fellow creature, how 
human can kill them, is unbelievable. Aggressive 
shooting of birds for food and violent prey practices 
are all unacceptable in the modern era. Sextual 
assault and animal abuse cannot be tolerated at all 
[1]. Animal health must be ensured in slaughter 
houses [2]. Physical, mental health, epilepsy, 
suffering, pain, diseases and endocrine disease are 
commons occurring to animals and there may be 
more sufferings [3]. Animals and small creatures 
suffering cannot be tolerated as human suffering. 
Human behavior is getting violent and violent day by 
day. Animal human relation needs to be built [4]. 

Materials and methods 

This article is based on authors knowledge. No 
tests or animals are used in this research. 

Results and discussion 

Meri and Kerri are smallest creatures on Earth. 
When i walk on earth, I never put my foot on the 
smallest creature on earth which is Merri and is 
slightly larger than Kerri. This justifies that we should 
not kill ants, animals or any creature present on earth. 

Crow is believed to be present from Prophet Adam 
(AS). Elephant is one of the favorite animals, however 
it likes to eat banana tree leaf. On the other side, i like 
banana fruit. Its better to keep both, elephant and 
banana tree. Goats are also loveable and humble. It’s 
heard that each most of the Prophets keep them. 
They provide milk. First priority is for their child’s, 
however after a specific age, we may take a little bit. 
Cow milk is less viscous and probably good for 
babies. Its good that babies are fed from their 
mothers, however working women may be in trouble, 
in that case formula milk can be used. There may be 
peak and sneak. If mothers feed milk to their babies, 
they will love them most. Staying home, what about 
salary of women, they must not starve. Honey is good 
for stomach; however, source is honeybee. So not 
better to kill bees, until unless they try to bite you, but 
single is allowed. If they attack in more number, 
running is a better option or at least save yourself, but 
still, it doesn’t justify killing them in great number. 
Flowers look beautiful, that’s why bees move towards 
them and there is peak and sneak. Bees have two 
stomachs; purpose may be evident. Birds are loveable 
too, there are too many varieties. We cannot kill birds 
as few birds eat from the teeth of crocodile. This is its 
teeth cleaning system. Once Kerri or Merri has saved 
its fellow colleagues when companions of a Prophet 
were coming. This is mentioned in one of the Book of 
Allah. One grain of wheat is sufficient for Kerri for a 
year. Allah loves His all creatures. If we have to 
slaughter an animal for food, we must not scare it and 
need to show kindness. Even then, we must take care 
of its age, it must not be under specific age which 
differs for different animals. Its better to eat meat 
minimum which i do. If i eat meat, i only eat goat, 
lamb, beef or chicken and fish. Salmon may be 
increasing population of the fishes. Its taste is not that 
good compared to Barramundi, but we may keep it as 
second option. Fishes have reproductive system. This 
does not justify killing Salmon. Dinosaurs are believed 
to be alive 6500000000 years ago. Donkey was 
allowed to eat in Islam. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

Its not better to disturb Ecosystem. If one creature 
is eating other, it may be its food and that which filled 
his stomach may be food for any other creature. It’s 
heard that Allah Almighty created 8.7 Million 
creatures, why they are finishing, where are 
Dinosaurs and now Panda is in trouble. Finishing of 
creatures is indicating that earth is vulnerable, and 
Day of Judgment is a Truth. Each Prophet has 
informed about it. Allah loves His all creatures. Human 
interference and foreplay with animals may be 
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eliminating or vanishing Allah Almighty creatures. It 
does not indicate we can do what we want to do. 

Data Availability Statement 

Data can be provided on demand. 
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